
WALLACE
Revolutionizing Wastewater Treatment with AI

Integration.

Overview

WALLACE is a groundbreaking AI tailored for wastewater treatment. Designed
to address the challenges of scattered software, digital tools, apps, data, and
documents, WALLACE offers a unified platform. Through its natural language
interface, users can access all information and metadata via email, text mes-
saging, voice calls, and dashboards.

Key Features

1. Unified Access: Seamlessly integrate disparate software, tools, and
documents into one AI-driven platform, fitting effortlessly into current
workflows such as email, text messaging, and voice calls.

2. Scalability: With WALLACE, you can start by focusing on key docu-
ments or data and scale up to integrate your entire facility based on your
specific needs.

3. Customized Orchestration Model: Expertly manages interactions with
specialized sub-routines, such as digital twins and database queries,
ensuring efficient operation of all system components.

4. Human-in-the-Loop Data Management: Provides crucial human over-
sight over the quality of data within the AI database, actively monitoring
and reporting on conflicting or erroneous data for unparalleled accuracy.

5. Specialized LLMs and Sub-Routines: A cache of custom LLMs and
sub-routines, each fine-tuned to perform tasks specific to the wastewater
treatment facility, accessible via natural language requests.
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6. Training Oversight: Generate custom training programs and integrate
with MAIA platforms to monitor staff strengths and areas of improve-
ment.

How It Works

Central to WALLACE is its customized orchestration model, designed to man-
age direct interactions with sub-routines like digital twins and databases. This
ensures seamless integration and efficient operation of all system compo-
nents. Complementing this is the ’human-in-the-loop’ data management sys-
tem, which provides crucial human oversight over the quality of data within the
AI database. By actively monitoring and reporting on conflicting or erroneous
data, WALLACE guarantees tight control over accuracy, ensuring that every
piece of information is reliable.

Furthermore, WALLACE boasts a cache of custom LLMs and specialized
sub-routines, each fine-tuned to perform tasks specific to the wastewater treat-
ment facility. These LLMs and sub-routines can be invoked through natural
language requests, allowing for a wide range of functions from optimization
to public communication, all tailored to the unique needs of the facility with
precision and efficiency.

WALLACE Architecture
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Benefits

• Integration Flexibility: Integrate any software, data, or documents with-
out being tied to a single platform.

• Efficiency: Streamline operations with features like form autocomple-
tion and predictive maintenance.

• Accuracy: Access instant document summaries and data plotting with
precision.

• User Experience: Engage with a natural language interface accessible
through various communication modes.

• Staff Development: Targeted training programs ensure staff are always
at their best.

• Scalability: Adapt WALLACE to your needs, whether you’re targeting
specific data sets or integrating the entire facility.

Examples of Tasks

1. Optimization and Monitoring: Ensure your facility runs at peak effi-
ciency.

2. Form Autocompletion: Speed up administrative tasks.

3. Custom Training Programs: Personalized training for every staff mem-
ber.

4. Predictive Maintenance: Anticipate and address issues before they
escalate.

5. Instant Document Access: Retrieve and summarize documents in sec-
onds.

6. Public Communication: Engage with the public effectively and profes-
sionally.

7. Data Plotting: Visualize your data for better insights.
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Get Started

Experience the future of wastewater treatment with WALLACE. For more in-
formation or to schedule a demo, contact our team.

Footer

• Contact: keaton@maiaanalytica.com

• Website: maiaanalytica.com

• Social Media: X: @maiaanalytica
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